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From the Editors
of eContent Quarterly. The publication of this volume marks
the end of the first full year since we launched the journal at the American Library
Association in Chicago, so it seems fitting to take a quick trip down memory lane and
revisit the topics explored since June 2013. These included, among others, the importance of metadata, the versatility of children’s apps, and the benefits of user-centered
design. Previous issues also provided thorough, introductory overviews of e-formats
and e-reading devices for librarians overwhelmed by the complexities of the e-book
market. They also featured case studies pointing to various e-content initiatives at
several institutions, including New York University.
Welcome to Issue 4

In addition, we reviewed a number of digital products from vendors and publishers, ranging from information literacy platforms like ResearchReady and interactive
K–12 online resources like Core Concepts from Rosen Publishing. Each issue of the
journal centered on an overarching theme: the September 2013 issue echoed the
importance of partnerships in every corner of the industry (“the pressing need to
cooperate rather than to quarrel”); the December 2013 issue zoomed in on the needs
of the user (“placing the user at the center of all product development is paramount”);
while the March 2014 issue featured articles by industry leaders anticipating a future
in which reading continues to march in the direction of all digital (“a simple but persistent awareness that the future of reading, all reading, really is online”).
This June 2014 issue, completing volume 1, explores the complexities of copyright
and information ethics in digital environments and the art (and science) of negotiating with vendors when choosing what to buy. It also provides a behind-the-scenes
look at two very distinct vendor cultures: one is established and well known in the
world of academic libraries (ProQuest) while the other is emerging and “disrupting”
the standard business models in public libraries (Total Boox).
So what do the four articles in this issue have in common, having been written
by four professionals with varied backgrounds, each exploring a distinct topic? At
alatechsource.org/ecq | June 2014 | eContent Quarterly 3
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first glance, very little. The copyright article is written by a proactive academic
librarian (Tracey Mayfield) with no formal training in law but with a passion for
and an acute awareness of information ethics in academia. The article on negotiation is written by an industry executive (Matt Dunie) with a long list of accomplishments in the LIS industry, shedding light on the negotiation process (both
as it is and as it needs to be) between mission-driven institutions (libraries) and
profit-driven organizations (vendors).
The third article introduces a new e-book service to public libraries, Total
Boox, and is written by its founder, a writer-turned-entrepreneur (Yoav Lorch)
who believes that the company’s “incremental purchasing” and “reading-centric” model is the answer to the frustrations public librarians have been facing
with e-books: lack of instant, simultaneous access and affordable pricing. Lastly,
the article on ProQuest is written from the perspective of a marketing specialist
for knowledge organizations (Beth Dempsey), who has witnessed firsthand the
company’s rapid growth on the digital front. Although the combined collections
of ebrary and EBL now make ProQuest the vendor behind what is likely the
world’s biggest e-book platform in the academic market, this article serves as
a reminder that ProQuest may be expanding but at its core remains a culture
nurturing the entrepreneurial spirits of its leaders.
Indeed, these narrative-driven articles are quite varied, but here, too, a common thread rises to the top: the value of true leadership. All of these articles
are written by motivated individuals (or inspired by a group of individuals) who
wouldn’t settle for the status quo when others would (or did). “Not fixing what
isn’t broken,” maintains Dempsey in the article on ProQuest, “could be the single
most defining difference between innovators and those who are content with the
status quo.”
This makes sense: innovation starts and ends with great leadership, and in
the world of e-content, as we see over and over again, it takes a leader willing
to turn a concept on its head to make a great product (if you are a vendor) or
provide great service (if you are a librarian). Library Journal recently featured
a blog post by its longtime editor-at-large, John Berry, on this very topic: “Key
strengths of great leaders are not command, control, or management skills, as
so many top administrators misleadingly ‘teach’ us,” Berry writes, adding “while
it is easy to state what makes a great leader, it is very difficult and even risky to
practice great leadership.”
We hope this issue of eContent Quarterly does more than point to great leaders. We hope it points to what has made their efforts and risks both inspiring and
transformative for the rest of us.

Sue Polanka
sue.polanka@wright.edu
@noshelfrequired

Mirela Roncevic
mirelaroncevic@gmail.com
@MirelaRoncevic
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The Copyright
Conundrum
Or, Don’t Shoot Me, It’s the Law!

by Tracey Mayfield

Copyright isn’t sexy. It isn’t shiny, sparkly, fun, exciting, or easy to explain.
It is, without a doubt, an audience killer. For a speaker, the anticipated boredom
and apathy of an audience is overwhelming, akin to an avalanche of indifference.
It is yet another example of a topic being vitally important to the academy, but
few wanting to hear about it, and fewer thinking it pertains to them.
In an age of unprecedented budget cuts in academia, overwhelming teaching loads for faculty, administrators being ordered to do more with far less, and
a student population whose ethics can sometimes be seen as lacking, learning
about and adhering to copyright law is about as popular as power outages during
finals week or an outbreak of meningitis in the dorms.
For the unlucky few who are charged (or in some insane cases, volunteer) with
being the voice of copyright awareness and compliance on a campus, the work
is at the least challenging, and the best Sisyphean. Most faculty are woefully
unaware of the basics of copyright law and even less aware of what they can and
cannot (or should and should not) do in an online environment. The plethora of
online resources and online teaching environments actually make the discussion
more complicated instead of less so.
This article will discuss why there are currently problems with copyright in
academia, focusing at the public institution level; how to make the most of the
plethora of online resources available, and how at one institution (California
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State University, Long Beach—CSULB), a one-woman copyright awareness initiative was born and has taken hold.

Copyright Law in Under a Minute
Copyright law, as we use it today, was codified in 1976.1 It is interesting to note
that copyright in this country dates to 1787, when it was added to the Constitution. That addition to the Constitution was based on a statute in England, called
the Statute of Anne.2
The purpose of the copyright law was to offer protection to authors and creators and their original works. In addition, the law sought to offer definitions of
when something could be copyrighted (the moment it is fixed in a tangible form)
as well as the types of works that could be copyrighted.3
Since 1976, there have been two major changes to the original act: the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), enacted in 1998, which sought to help move
the initial copyright act into the digital age; and the Technology, Education, and
Copyright Harmonization (TEACH) Act enacted in 2002, which sought to allow
for use of copyrighted works in distance education and course management
systems.4
The actual law of copyright is Title 17 of the United States Code. Within title
17, you will find section 107, which is on fair use. The provision of fair use asks
four questions when you are using copyrighted works.5 These questions revolve
around:
• the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes
• the nature of the copyrighted work
• the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole and
• the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work6
Obviously, the law, the amendments to the law, and the provision of fair use
are lengthy, and far more complex than should be covered in this very brief section. However, it is important to understand that the foundation of the law was
to protect authors and their works.

So the Problem Is What?
So if copyright law has been in its present form since 1976, and its ancestors go
back to 1787, why on earth is this an issue now? The answer is sad, but necessary
and timely. In the last few years, there have been several legal cases dealing with
copyright that affect the academy. This short but distinguished list includes the
following:
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“The UCLA Case”
The actual court case is “AIME et al. v. Regents of UCLA et al.,” and it involved
the Association for Information Media (AIME), a New York-based trade group,
and AVP, an educational video publisher and one of AIME’s clients, which sued
UCLA for streaming videos for student use. The case has been thrown out.
Twice. Notable in this case is that AIME and AVP are not the copyright holders,
and were found to not have legal standing in the court.7

“The Georgia State Case”
The actual court case is “Cambridge University Press et al v. Patton et al.,” and
the heart of the case is about electronic reserves in libraries. The district court
found mostly in favor of Georgia State and appeals have been filed.8

First Sale Doctrine
The official legal case is called “Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, Inc.” and involved
a USC graduate student who had his family buy low-cost Asian editions of textbooks, and ship them to him here in the United States where he then sold them.
The publisher of the textbooks sued. The case went all the way to the United
States Supreme Court where they found in favor of the student.9

Google Books
This highly publicized case (Author’s Guild et. al. v. Google Inc.) focused on a
group of authors filing a lawsuit against Google regarding their project to digitize millions of books held in university libraries as well as books that are available commercially. The authors felt it was infringement while Google maintained it was fair use. The court sided with Google. The Author’s Guild has filed
an appeal.10

Libelous Librarians
The words libel and librarian are not usually used together, despite the alliteration of the “L” sound. In the last two years, within months of each other, two
librarians were sued or threatened with lawsuits for libelous actions. In both
cases, librarians were commenting in their blogs about publishers they felt were
either predatory or vanity-based. Interesting to note, huge amounts of support
were lobbed (including a change.org petition!) at the librarians in question.11
What all these cases confirm is that we are in the middle of an extreme climate of litigiousness between academic publishers and academic institutions.
From an administrative perspective, there is no better time to conduct a campus environmental scan to ascertain the level of awareness and compliance in
our institutions. The fear as an administrator in the library is that we will find
a general lack of awareness and understanding of basic copyright and fair use
rules, and specifically a lack of understanding with most faculty regarding what
they can do with their teaching materials, their own rights as authors of copyrighted materials, and how these rules shift when using copyrighted materials
in an online environment. In addition, when there is a dearth of local/campus
resources available, this can create a very precarious situation in our institutions.
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If the Work Is Already Done for Me, Why Do I Have to Do This?
Luckily for copyright neophytes, every conceivable query, concern, or question
related to copyright can be answered by the voluminous amount of online information available on the topic. Obviously, the United States government has the
primary documents on the topic. They have the official legal code, but they also
have wonderful resources available to help understand the legal codes.
In addition to the government sites, many academic institutions have created
informational websites on the topics of copyright and fair use. Columbia, Purdue, Duke, and Stanford12 are the sites I personally use the most. They are truly
stellar. The information is comprehensive in nature, factual, and offers a wealth
of information on copyright, fair use, and intellectual property. Finally, several
publications such as the Chronicle of Higher Education13 and Library Journal14
(while subscription-based publications, these have outstanding online sites and
resources) publish regularly on the legal cases affecting academia and academic
libraries.
The question then becomes, if these institutions, which are far more prestigious than mine, have these amazing online resources, why is there an issue? The
answer is, in working with the faculty on my campus and other campuses within
my system, most faculty want something that is less comprehensive, and that
simply answers their immediate questions such as:
• “Can I post this article to the Learning Management System?”
• “Can I send this article to a colleague?”
• “Can I post this book chapter on my website?” “How much of something
can I post in my online class? Electronic reserve?”
• “Can’t I just pass this out to my students in class?”
• “I want to show a video from home in my class; is that okay or not?”
In addition, the faculty I have worked with don’t want to have to do an exhaustive search across multiple sites to answer their singular question. In sum, in
order for faculty to use the information, it has to be free of “legalese,” in laymen’s
terms, in small, easily digestible chunks, and specific to their needs. In my conversations with faculty, they are impressed by the academic sites, but they cannot
find what they need easily or quickly. What they want is something local to them
(i.e., on their own campus website) that is easy to use and navigate and that gives
them information specific to their localized needs.

But Let’s Start at the Beginning: The CSULB Story
Full disclosure: I am not a lawyer, a law student, or a law librarian. I do, however,
have some sort of psychological disorder that finds the area of information ethics
endlessly fascinating. Information ethics is defined by me to be the umbrella
under which intellectual property (IP), copyright, and plagiarism live.
Information ethics has enthralled me since I was a graduate student in the
library and information science program at UCLA in the late 1990s. Most, if not
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all of my work toward my master’s degree was focused on information policy and
management.
CSULB, the institution at which I work, is a comprehensive public institution
in the lovely locale of southern California. Part of the 23-campus California State
University (CSU) system, we are a teaching intensive, research-driven institution with more than 80,000 applications per year and a student body of about
35,000.

The Background
I became associate dean of the University Library at CSULB in 2009. As part of
the transition from librarian to associate dean, I began looking closely at expenditures within the library as California’s state budget, and the budget of higher
education within the state, were beginning to side down a very slippery and
steep slope. One line item in our annual budget that struck me as particularly
substantial was the amount of money we were paying for copyright clearances
for interlibrary loan and electronic reserve services.
At the same time, as my focus on library services became broader, I began to
note the large number of copyright-related questions the library received from
the campus community, especially given that only I and our music librarian felt
confident to field them.
Then at an associate dean’s meeting in November 2011, a discussion item that
was centered on the Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA) turned on a
dime to instructional materials and exactly what can be done with them legally
in relation to using them in an online environment, that is, our course management system. It was when all conversation stopped and everyone looked at
me to give them the answer that it hit me; no one at the table except me had a
definitive answer.
Shortly after that meeting, I was invited to two different department chairlevel meetings to clarify copyright in regard to instructional materials. One
meeting was in the sciences and one in the arts. After those meetings, I realized
not only were my faculty colleagues lost when it came to copyright basics, but
that building awareness of the issues would have to start at ground zero. This
was an area that faculty simply were just not aware of. While this lack of information is not truly the fault of the faculty, it is their responsibility to understand
copyright and fair use basics. Faculty are not exposed to the issues in their doctoral programs, nor are copyright and fair use something they “picked up on the
job,” or learned while teaching. While they skate near the topic in their research
and scholarly activity, it is not something that is in the forefront of their minds.
The tragedy about this situation is that copyright and fair use greatly influence
all areas of faculty work, and ignorance of the law is not a defense.15
With this information in mind, I plunged into an investigation. I began by
investigating the campus and CSU system resources on copyright and fair use.
Campus resources were minimal and there was also a dearth of resources at the
system level. The last official notification from campus administration to the
faculty had been in 1994, shortly after the legendary “Kinko’s case.”16 The memo
was comprehensive in nature; outlining much about copyright law, and putting
alatechsource.org/ecq | June 2014 | eContent Quarterly 9
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the faculty on notice that if they knowingly broke copyright law, the university
would not indemnify them.
Next, I dove into the specifics regarding the legal cases that were currently
affecting higher education; namely the cases involving UCLA and Georgia State
(both mentioned above). Both cases were alarming on their merits, but one detail
that jumped out at me was the subject of “state sovereign immunity,” which is
the legal doctrine that says you cannot sue a state institution “without its consent.”17 What this means in laymen’s terms is, in my instance, that you cannot sue
“CSULB,” you would have to sue individuals at the institution. This is why the
actual legal cases for UCLA and Georgia State have the names of individuals who
work at the university, and not the university itself.
While I was conducting these investigations, I attended a workshop at UCLA
with another library dean at a sister CSU campus, on a new set of best practices on fair use for libraries that had been created by a partnership between the
Association of Research Libraries (ARL), the Center for Social Media, and the
Washington College of Law at American University.
It was at this day-long presentation that a plan crystallized. CSULB (and the
rest of the CSU system) needed a campaign of awareness and education. They
needed resources, and they needed a person who they could ask questions of.
The plan took shape in the form of an initiative. The goal of the initiative could
be explained easily: information + resources = compliance. The information
piece would be an updated memo from campus administration. I could continue to meet with the department chairs and faculty, but without the campus
administration behind it, no one would listen. In addition, we needed to provide
the faculty resources to understand their rights and responsibilities. When the
memo to the faculty went out on my campus in 1994, it scared people more
than informed them, and there was no comprehensive set of resources that gave
the faculty more information or helped them make sense of the memo. In addition, an effective communication plan was essential. Communication needed to
be “pushed” to the campus. The easiest thing in the world would be for me to
hold 310 seminars in the library and invite the campus and sit there alone when
absolutely no one showed up. I was convinced that to get this word out, I had
to pound the proverbial pavement and go from department to department to
reach the faculty. In addition, the message needed to be shared in a way that was
non-threatening. Egos would be bruised by telling faculty that they were making
mistakes on a regular basis and that some were felons twice over. Furthermore,
there are dichotomies of behavior that are particularly thought-provoking when
working with the faculty. In discussing copyright with faculty members and
with students, they shared specific situations of faculty preaching to students
about the plague of plagiarism while bragging that they are presenting on illegally downloaded software. These dichotomies of behavior, while interesting, are
something that is taking place and must be noted. Having the associate dean of
the library provide the message was a non-threatening way to present the information, and the presentations needed a lighthearted approach while still being
informative. In sum, our winning combination would be information, communication, and resources, and with that, we would move forward.
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The next step was to approach the appropriate campus administrator. I consulted with the dean of the library and vetted my plan. I wanted to approach
the provost, whom I was pretty sure knew my name and could possibly pick me
out of a police lineup, but whom I had not had much personal contact with, nor
had I worked closely with him. The dean was completely supportive and very
encouraging. With that support, I asked for a meeting with the provost.18
And so it happened that during one of California’s bleakest budgetary situations, I sat down to lunch with the provost and somewhat nauseously pitched
the plan. I explained the problem. I explained the possible consequences of the
problem. Most importantly, I pitched the solution.
The provost (who is currently serving as interim president) listened patiently
as I explained the problem as I saw it, and explained what I thought would be
the solution. He quickly understood the scope of the problem, asked thoughtful
questions, and then enthusiastically walked me through how we would implement it. I could not have asked for a warmer reception, or a better outcome. One
funny anecdote; in my hubris and absolute confidence that I was doing right, I
explained quite vehemently to the provost that our campus needed a campus
office for copyright compliance (à la Duke, Columbia, and Purdue) to which the
provost replied “No, I think you can do it.”
At that lunch, the provost agreed that a new memo to the campus needed
to be constructed and disseminated. He agreed to begin working on that. We
also came up with a communication plan. We would meet with the chair of the
campus Academic Senate, who would have me speak with the Senate Executive
Committee, and then the full Academic Senate. The provost would also invite
me to the Deans’ Council, and he would share the initiative with his senior staff.
I would begin working on the resources piece, which meant a website. With
those plans made, my informal title, “Countess of Copyright,” was born.

From a Plan to Action
With my new title in hand, the first step was to create a website. My first two
attempts to translate the ARL guidelines into a website were both pretty horrible, with both the provost and the Senate chair commenting very kindly that
they were too dense and no one was going to read them.
I had to rethink what I wanted the website to do. I wanted the site to be a
bare-bones, practical site that was easy to navigate. I admired the sites at Columbia, Stanford, and Purdue (among others) greatly, but I needed something that
would work in my environment and more importantly, work for my faculty colleagues. I decided to get creative. I had already decided to use our LibGuides19
system to create the website and Springshare (the company that produces LibGuides) has a wonderful user community, including a “best of ”20 section where
users of the products can nominate LibGuides they think are best-practice sites
to follow. I used that feature and hit the jackpot. There was a single “best of ” site
on copyright at the time, and it was perfect. The guide had been created at NYU
Poly by their web librarian, Ingrid Redman. I asked permission to copy it and
she responded immediately that I was welcome to it. (See figure 1.)
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FIGURE 1.

CSULB Copyright for Faculty Website

At first, I thought I would only customize it to our specific needs; making
changes to reflect our university name and information specific to our campus. A
dear colleague helped me make those changes immediately. The more I thought
about the project, the more I wanted to add, so the site grew considerably, adding tabs to include the lawsuits relevant to higher education and websites I frequented as well as my personal information for those who needed help.21
With a final blessing from the provost and the chair of the Senate, we were
ready to present it to the Academic Senate Executive Committee. The committee’s support was clear and abundant. The meeting with the Deans’ Council was
just as successful, as was the meeting with the full Academic Senate. With each
group, I presented the problem of our campus simply not understanding what
compliance is, how to embrace it, and more importantly, where to get help. The
solution I suggested was each of the university’s eight colleges to invite me to
their department chair meetings and then for the chairs to invite me to department meetings—all sixty-two of them. The end goal: to get in front of the faculty.
At this point in the process, I had been exposed to many eye-opening and
stunning questions from campus personnel. I honestly didn’t think anything
could shock me anymore, but I was wrong. I was in a meeting with a faculty
member who asked me about the use of off-campus copy shops. Neither as a
librarian nor a library administrator did I understand the question.
He explained that there are several copy shops off campus that faculty go to,
literally the night before their classes start, to have coursepacks made. The reason being that some faculty do not want to utilize the campus bookstore as it
takes longer (to make coursepacks legally) and they are worried the students
have to pay more. This information sent me reeling. How could this be? There is
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no way to get information cleared for copyright overnight. In addition, if a faculty member did this, they were also not in compliance with the HEOA act. So
they would be a felon twice over. This couldn’t be. Isn’t this exactly what Kinko’s
was sued over? The answer is yes.22
I set out to find the truth. I did research on copyright legal cases involving
independent copy shops. I found that there were quite a few in the mid-2000s
but then they dropped off.23 It is my guess that there is not enough money in
going after the independents and there are too many of them to do it. It should
be noted that obviously, not all independent copy shops are operating illegally,
but it is up to the individual faculty members to perform due diligence and
understand where they are taking their business and further understand what
they are signing when they are using independent copy shops. Most importantly,
I needed to add it to my presentations when I met with the faculty at the department level meetings.
These department-level meetings have been positive and extremely interesting. I have been impressed with how open they have been to the information I
am sharing. The fears I had earlier about egos and how faculty would take being
told they were doing things wrong, if not illegally, were completely unfounded.
Intrinsically, they want to do the right thing and want to do right by their students. I came away from the meetings believing that, armed with the tools and
information, they would use the materials in a legal and ethical way.
To date, I have been to the Deans’ Council twice and I have been to every
department chairs meeting on the campus in all eight of our colleges. I have
been invited to, and presented at, 10 of our approximately 60 departments to
speak to the faculty. We have had a change in provosts, but our current provost
is just as supportive as the previous one was. His current plan is to invite me
annually to the Deans’ Council to give updates. For those meetings, I prepare a
chart of which departments I have presented at, and that gives the deans leverage to go back to their department chairs and remind them to invite me. He
has also issued an updated memo to the faculty on copyright that is posted on
the “Copyright for Faculty” website.24 In addition, the provost and I have discussed annual e-mail messages from his office reminding faculty of the campus
resources, annual e-mails to students regarding their responsibilities regarding
copyright and plagiarism, and information for new faculty at annual new faculty
orientations.
I have experimented with different presentation mechanisms. I avoided
PowerPoint and chose to either use an agenda via a word document projected
to the group, or Prezi presentations.25 The latter has two advantages: first, Prezi
is a dynamic presentation software that was a new “hook” for most faculty, and
second, because it is web-based, it is easily portable. All of the presentations I
have created on Prezi are open-access and designated reusable, meaning anyone
can use them should they like them and want to utilize them.26
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The Continuing Education of Yours Truly
As mentioned already, I am not a lawyer. I know a few, and would love to get a
law degree, but to do so I would be divorced, childless, and probably without
a job. So I have to continue to educate myself in other ways. I have attended
countless webinars, and three in-person workshops. The highlight was at the
2013 Association of College and Research Libraries conference in Indiana that
pulled together the “rock stars” of academic copyright; Kenneth Crews (Columbia), Dwayne Buttler (University of Louisville), and Donna Ferullo (Purdue). I
spent an entire day geeking out and engaging. It gave me the opportunity to ask
experts the questions I had been stewing over. In addition, their presentations
helped me make my own presentations more engaging. Donna Ferullo, especially, gave wonderful examples of fair use from the non-library world that I not
only have used, but further developed and added to.
Like the initiative itself, I will not ever be done with this project. To stay current on all things copyright, I need to continue to learn, grow, and stay abreast
of what is happening. The law will continue to morph and change. When keeping up on the topic, I do not re-invent the wheel. There are wonderful online
resources such as Kevin Smith’s blog at Duke,27 as well as the websites I have
mentioned earlier.

In the End, or at Least, Where We Are Now
This project and initiative have been far more successful than I ever could have
predicted. It has brought about real change in the awareness and education of
the campus in terms of using copyrighted materials legally and ethically. If nothing else, when questions arise, the word is out that you contact “Tracey in the
Library” to get your questions answered.
The initiative has also moved beyond CSULB. As mentioned earlier, CSULB
is one of a 23-campus consortium. I am working with key personnel in the Chancellor’s Office of the CSU as well as several other deans in the system to begin or
strengthen copyright awareness initiatives at the other twenty-two campuses,
beginning with the CSU Libraries. I have offered (with my campus’s blessing) to
travel to each and every one of the other libraries in the system to present on the
initiative at CSULB and how to adapt it at the other institutions.
Some challenges still exist. As mentioned previously, I have presented at 10
department-level meetings, less than 20 percent of all departments. I would like
to see that number increase, but there are obstacles. One in particular is that not
all departments have regular meetings, so arranging for an invitation to present
will be difficult. We are still working on this.
One professional epiphany to share from the experience is where CSULB
fits into the conversation of copyright in the academy. My goal initially, as I so
naively shared with the provost at our initial meeting, was to be exactly like
Columbia and Duke, but smaller and closer to the beach. What I have realized is
that CSULB doesn’t have to be Columbia or Duke or Purdue. We are not an R1.
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Our needs at CSULB (and in the CSU) are different, and therefore our thread in
the conversation is different. It isn’t better, and it isn’t worse, it is just different,
and there is room in the conversation for us.
From a personal perspective, this project has been one of the most fulfilling
professional endeavors I have been involved in. To see an initiative from inspiration through to implementation is tremendously gratifying. It has brought me in
front of people I never would have met otherwise. While this enterprise has been
in addition to my normal associate dean duties, it has been worth every minute
and it has given me endless respect for (and envy of ) others whose sole job this
is. Lastly, I feel I am doing something worthwhile and giving back to the campus
in a way that is unique.
The copyright initiative at CSULB is not finished. It will never be finished. As
the laws are challenged with legal cases and possibly updated, there will be more
work to do. There are also new areas to explore. I would like to add to the website sections on authors’ rights so that faculty think before they sign contracts on
their work to be published and they understand what their rights and responsibilities are in their published research.
The copyright initiative has recently morphed into a larger project of updating and renovating the IP policy for our campus. But that is an adventure for
another time and another article.
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Negotiating with
Content Vendors
An Art or a Science? by Matt Dunie
Libraries spend millions of dollars to purchase huge amounts of content
and sophisticated technology to fulfill their mission. Some deal with hundreds
of vendors every year; others with only a few. All of these vendors are crucial to
positive user experiences of library content and services. But the scale of library
scope and budget do not necessarily impact the efficiency of the vendor negotiation process. This article examines the need for a more documented negotiation process, with specific review points and measurement concepts illustrating the opportunities in making vendor negotiations yield more value for the
library organization. We will examine some of the economic value components
and motivations from the vendor side of the negotiation process and how those
drivers impact customers’ buying patterns but may also lead to opportunities.
In addition, we will explore and explain at a high level some of the business
models vendors employ and how they may impact sales price and, in turn, purchasing behavior. The article will take a “commercial approach” to the purchasing of library-oriented content and technology. It will examine business models,
components of negotiations for content or technology, commercial drivers, and
economic value arguments that are part of every negotiation but not always recognized. My opinions are based on more than two decades of experience in the
information industry as a line employee, senior executive, manager, and founder
of various information and technology businesses.
Before we get into details about the business side, it is important to work
from a common vocabulary. While the library and the vendor segments are more
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collaborative than many industry markets, the vernacular used internally is not
necessarily common. Throughout the article, there are terms that are standard
commercial lingo, but not always standard in this customer base. In the interest
of “speaking the same language,” let’s define some terms for the purpose of this
article:

• Aggregator—An aggregator may be a publisher, but it produces large
compilations of related material, generally curated with subject matter
expertise-driven editorial policies. It may include creation of metadata
used as finding and explanatory aides and licensed as well as unlicensed
content.
• Commission—Variable compensation typically paid to revenue-producing employees or a discount offered to sales agencies by manufacturers to
compensate them for their efforts in selling the manufacturer’s products
and services.
• Compensation Plan—The measurable documentation of the variable
compensation or commission opportunities provided to sales staff and
others
• Contribution—The amount, after expenses, a product provides to cover
other company expenses. Sometimes people use another term, product
line profit and loss.
• Cost Structure—The aggregate costs a department, function, or business
has expressed relative to its operating functions.
• Distribution—Product and service distribution from manufacturer to
customer. Distribution may be direct or indirect. Direct distribution is
defined as a direct path from producer to customer with no third parties involved whatsoever. Indirect distribution is where a third party is
involved in the distribution (selling, or product provision) function on
behalf of the manufacturer.
• General and Administrative—These include functions like facilities
maintenance, office rent, insurance, executive salaries, and some professional expenses such as legal fees, and so on.
• Imperatives—Actions that must be completed.
• Incremental Cost—The cost to provide an incremental unit of a product
to a customer. The incremental cost will likely be much lower than the
total cost of the first unit delivered.
• Marketing Mix—Also referred to as the Four Ps (price, product, place,
promotion). Product is defined by its features, benefits, and capabilities.
Included in product are the aspects of packaging and design. Price is the
cost of the product and the price model. Place is the point of delivery,
how it is sold and how it will be delivered. Promotion, which includes all
promotion, teaching, education, and so on, is the process of informing the
market about the product. Promotion actually includes several components: sales, public relations, advertising, and marketing, among others.
• Market Segment/Sector—A defined section of an industry. The library
market can be defined by types, sizes, focus, or geographic section. For
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•

•
•

•
•

example, the academic library market is really a segment of the overall
library market.
Net Growth—Businesses measure growth. Net growth can be measured
as growth in an existing account, or overall growth vs. a previous period,
generally a quarter or year in duration.
New Sales—New sales to a new customer or new sales of a product to an
existing customer.
Perpetual Rights License—A license to use content or software for perpetuity. This license does not provide ownership to a buyer, but rather, it
provides the right for the buyer to use it as if they own the product. It typically does not transfer ownership rights such as copyrights. The license
specifically details the rights that are granted to the customer.
Price Components—The individual components that make up a price
such as royalties, technology fees, contribution, and so on.
Product Management—The function of product creation from beginning
to end. Product management includes inception, design, development,
distribution, financial modeling, and performance measures.

There are a several environmental points of reference we must use:
• The library market segment, as a whole, is a slow-growth industry. It is
almost a zero-sum game in financial terms. The cost of creating and distributing information technology has declined dramatically over the past
two decades.
• The migration of print to digital content and the evolution of digital first
(or only) products have resulted in more products available and targeted
to libraries than ever before.
Let’s look at some of details behind these statements. According to the Department of Education Academic Libraries Survey, expenditures for information
resources continue to rise, growing 7 percent from the 2008 to 2010 academic
years. In fact, most categories of electronic materials showed modest increases
from the previous period. Imagine the joy that brings to publishers of business
planning processes, and expenditures for bibliographic utilities, networks, and
consortia also increased by 4 percent, again reason for excitement if you are
in any of those businesses or provide products and technology through those
mechanisms.
But something about these numbers does not mesh with what we hear in
the marketplace. The anecdotal evidence suggests that budgets have been under
severe pressure. Customers tell us: “If I want to add something to my collection,
I have to figure out what has to be discontinued.” If you are selling technology
products targeted toward libraries, you would have found the market to be especially tight; budget dollars for expenditures for computer hardware were down
just over 10 percent from the previous reporting period. But there is a big push in
this category and new product announcements all the time. And this is a mature
segment, almost fully saturated as total expenditures for academic libraries have
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flattened since 2008, showing literally no growth. As table 1 shows, there was
less than ½ of 1 percent growth from 2008 to 2010, and under 3 percent growth
from 2010 to 2012. If we were to assume that prices increased over the same
period equal to the rate of inflation, the total expenditures would actually be a
decline in buying power of almost 6 percent.
Table 1.

Total Academic Library Expenditures

Top 500 Academic Library
Aggregate Total Expenditures

2008

2010

2012

4,981,437,070

5,003,854,991

5,143,780,237

0.45%

2.80%

Percentage Change Year to Year
Percentage Change 2008–2012

3.26%

Five-Year Inflation Rate

9.3%

Data-Planet by Conquest Systems, Inc. (2014). National Center for Education Statistics. Academic
Library Statistics: United States: Total Expenditures | Country: USA – [Data-file]. Retrieved from
www.data-planet.com, Dataset-ID: 017-015-024. doi: 10.6068/DP1443140BCFA0.
Data-Planet by Conquest Systems, Inc. (2014). Bureau of Labor Statistics. Inflation rate: 3 Year |
Country: USA | Consumer Item: All items – [Data-file]. Retrieved from www.data-planet.com,
Dataset-ID: 002-010-002. doi: 10.6068/DP144755AAEB314

How are content and technology being paid for? Simple: other spending categories are down. Among the categories that have declined since 2008: number
of branches, number of librarians, number of paid staff, expenditures for preservation, and so on. Table 2 shows a sampling of line item reductions.
Table 2.

Sample of High-Level Trends from Most Recent
Three Academic Library Statistics Surveys
2008

2010

2012

Librarians & Professional Staff Count

21,514

21,137

20,346

Total FTE Staff

60,070

56,733

54,418

Expenditures for Preservation

$37,335,518

$28,084,930

$24,155,598

Data-Planet by Conquest Systems, Inc. (2014). National Center for Education Statistics. Academic
Library Statistics: United States: Expenditures for Preservation | Country: USA – [Data-file], Retrieved
from www.data-planet.com. Dataset-ID: 017-015-019. doi: 10.6068/DP144758AB8E816
Data-Planet by Conquest Systems, Inc. (2014). National Center for Education Statistics. Academic
Library Statistics: United States: Staff Count - Total FTE Staff | Country: USA – [Data-file], Retrieved
from www.data-planet.com. Dataset-ID: 017-015-007. doi: 10.6068/DP144332C8E6B80
Data-Planet by Conquest Systems, Inc. (2014). National Center for Education Statistics. Academic
Library Statistics: United States: Expenditures for Preservation | Country: USA – [Data-file], Retrieved
from www.data-planet.com. Dataset-ID: 017-015-019. doi: 10.6068/DP144332C9CDD81

Yet, even during severe economic periods, libraries continued to acquire content at similar rates as they did in previous years. Some content categories grew
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tremendously while the growth in others declined. Generally, year in and year
out, libraries increase their collections by some amount. In recent years there
have been large increases in acquisitions of e-books, for example.
If we were to work on the top line numbers alone, this industry appears to be
stable and mature. Even during periods of great financial turmoil, the industry
maintained a similar growth rate as in previous years, probably due to the advent
of the print-to-digital and then digital-first content production impact. When
you dig deeper into the numbers, you will find that some categories of new content acquisition have declined significantly, and they have been replaced by other
categories—more varied offerings of digital content. The shift to digital content
has been obvious for more than twenty years, but it is continuing in new media
types, such as audiovisual content and raw data. But the business terms for new
forms and formats of content and the expertise necessary to negotiate the requisite contracts must evolve as well. Content delivered in multiple formats, via
multiple technology platforms, which enable broader access, are licensed under
different business models that are evolving constantly. For example, when a
library acquires perpetual access rights to a content collection, are there specific
technology rights that must be negotiated? What is the business model that is
used to determine the real value of the sale to the provider and the customer?
Perhaps there is a technology company which acts as a third party for distribution and maintenance of the content. Or a third-party escrow holder for computer code and/or content. How are these items considered in the acquisitions
process, or documented in the contract?
The market is much more complex than the top line numbers make it appear.
It is a collegial and mission-driven marketplace where the customers must be
able to adapt quickly to changing terms and new business requirements on an
ever-expanding product base with few staff. Why not use the same tools and
strategies the vendors use? The additional effectiveness in negotiations will
result in greater competition, new product categories, and more innovative solutions for the customer base as well as growth opportunities for the vendors.

Price Components and Cost Structure
The end result of any negotiation with vendors is a contract, license, or agreement
for products or services and delivery of the same. As the industry has migrated to
more technologically involved and curated content offerings, product business
models changed, and clarity in pricing has become more infrequent. In fact, I
would suggest that some pricing philosophies are more opaque intentionally.
Yes, there are “price lists,” but there are also “price calculators,” intricate spreadsheets with multitudes of options with which salespeople must confer in order
to develop a price proposal for a more complex offering. And when customers
purchase as a consortium or through a buying group, vendors have a need to
customize price modeling based on a myriad of factors.
Price can be determined by the producer in a number of ways, but generally,
it depends upon a few components: product cost, labor, cost of promotion/sales,
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target margin contribution. In the information industry, these items may look
similar to the lists below:
Content Product
Editorial staff
Content royalties
Technology development/licenses
If printed: paper, printing, binding
Cost of sales, service, and support
Cost of distribution (technology/
shipping/distribution)
General and administrative

Technology Product
IT staff
Technology licenses/royalties
Project management
Product management
Marketing
Cost of sales
General and administrative

While the cost structures in the information industry may look like most any
business, there are some unique attributes to this industry, whether print or
electronic:
• Once content is produced, it can be sold many times, thus creating a longterm revenue stream and releasing the content production function to
create more content.
• Cost of distribution declines over time for electronic products.
• Cost of technology becomes less expensive over time, reducing overall
technology costs for the provider. Exceptions: if the provider is a leadingedge technology company or if the company has a significant R&D component to its cost structure. See figure 1.
FIGURE 1.

Basic Cost of
Technology
(to Perform the
Same Function)
Over Time

Similarly, certain costs go down as the business grows. There are many different types of royalties and royalty calculations: fixed royalty, minimum guarantee,
unlimited rights, usage based, and so on. Let’s examine a simple royalty structure
for a content product. We will call it a fixed price royalty: An agreement is made
to pay an annual fee (or a one-time fee) for the rights to the content regardless
of revenue associated with the product. In this case, as product sales amass, the
royalty stays fixed, and no matter what the sales are for a particular product, the
royalty will be fixed. In this case, we will use a number of $10,000, per annum.
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And we will assume the product sales grow quickly, from zero to $250,000 over
five years (see figure 2).
FIGURE 2. Fixed-Price

Royalty

If the royalty is not fixed, but variable based on a sales percentage, the chart
would look different (see figure 3).
FIGURE 3. Royalty

at 25 Percent
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In either case, the vendor has a lot of margin to use in paying the other costs
of the product, but also, very different profit opportunities. Similarly, a recurring
revenue product builds in value for the provider, and product costs are lower
for renewal in many categories. Costs that are reduced on renewals include cost
of sales, incremental cost of development, distribution commissions, and incremental cost of distribution technology.
Businesses do much research and make projections based on market analysis,
product costs, and the like. Included in those projections are target profit metrics they look to achieve, along with revenue objectives for each component in
their product mix. Various price analyses are considered to arrive at a price the
company believes the market will pay for its products.

Business Models
There are lots of economic models vendors can present. Below are some that are
popular:
•
•
•
•

recurring revenue vs. one-time purchase
bundle pricing
time and materials
evergreen (items reordered frequently, but not categorized as subscription)

For the purpose of this discussion, we will concentrate on recurring revenue and
one-time purchase models.

Recurring Revenue—Annual Subscription
There is no secret that recurring revenue can be a powerful force.
Assumption: product selling price is $1,000 per year, with a 90 percent
renewal rate and a 5 percent price increase.
The customer looks at this as a $1,000 serial commitment, and may budget a
price increase from year to year. It might look like this:
Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Yr 7

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

1,000

1,050

1,103

1,158

1,216

1,276

1,340

1,407

1,477

1,551

But the company looks at it a little differently. The vendor looks at this opportunity in terms of the product’s total customer base. Table 3 shows several of the
other factors a company takes into consideration relative to price. Thus, while
a single customer may look at the product as a $1,000 annual obligation in the
beginning, the vendor looks at this example as $50,000 initial product line revenue with the potential of generating more than $300,000 in the seventh year.
A company selling a product for a price, say $1,000, which renews every year,
is very different than a single purchase of $1,000. But, since the costs are lower
for renewal sales than new sales, the out years are much more profitable than the
first year for the company. And when you add a modest price increase every year
(in some cases not so modest), then the $1,000 sale can become a sale valued at
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Table 3.

Simple Subscription Product Pro-Forma
Annual
Subscription

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Yr 7

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

Selling
Price

1,000

1,050

1,103

1,158

1,216

1,276

1,340

1,407

1,477

1,551

Number
of New
Accounts

50

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

Total
New Sales

50,000

105,000

110,250

115,763

121,551

127,628

134,010

140,710

147,746

155,133

47,250

148,838

156,279

164,093

172,298

180,913

189,959

199,456

209,429

152,250

259,088

272,042

285,644

299,926

314,922

330,669

347,202

364,562

202,250

411,338

531,129

557,686

585,570

614,849

645,591

677,871

711,764

Total
Renew
Sales
Total
Sales
Cumulative Sales

50,000

more than $12,500 if renewed for nine years. This works the same for content
products or technology products. However, technology products have differing
recurring revenue calculations. Namely, there may be a premium charge on the
first year with a ~20 percent annual maintenance fee on the out years.

First Year Purchase with Annual Maintenance
The one-time purchase/maintenance model works exactly the same as above.
However, the purchase/maintenance model is a little different. It may be less
costly to the customer over time than the annual subscription model, but the
company must depend on a longer product life cycle and greater annual sales
volume or a much higher initial sales price to make up the difference. The solution to this is to add new modules that fall outside the purview of maintenance.
When the vendor adds a new module, it becomes part of the product, but for
an additional cost . . . and then may or may not add onto the annual maintenance
cost of the product as a whole.

One-Time Purchase
When negotiating for content or technology products with vendors, it is important to understand their business models in order to negotiate effectively.
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Otherwise, you are negotiating against an unknown target, and price quotes are
meaningless, as are the discounts offered in an indefensible price quotation.
A one-time purchase agreement where no additional modules are projected
can be a great deal. Generally, the company will multiply the annual license price
by five to arrive at the perpetual rights price. In addition, there may be an annual
“access” fee that is required to enable access to the content. This model works
well until the time comes where the aggregate “access fees” add up to the equivalent of the annual lease or until a new module of the product becomes available
and it is another 5x premium on the base price.
Table 4.

One-time purchase
Purchase
Maintenance

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Yr 4

Yr 5

Yr 6

Yr 7

Yr 8

Yr 9

Yr 10

Selling
Price

1,000

1,050

1,103

1,158

1,216

1,276

1,340

1,407

1,477

1,551

Number
of New
Accounts

50

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

150

Total
New
Sales

50,000

105,000

110,250

115,763

121,551

127,628

134,010

140,710

147,746

155,133

10,000

31,500

33,075

34,729

36,465

38,288

40,203

42,213

44,324

115,000

141,750

148,838

156,279

164,093

172,298

180,913

189,959

199,456

165,000

256,750

290,588

305,117

320,373

336,391

353,211

370,871

389,415

Total
Renew
Sales
Total
Sales
Cumulative Sales

50,000

What is frequently overlooked in this negotiation are the technical details
of the content and the customer’s rights with regard to accessing the content
under the terms of the license. Perhaps the customer wants to have a third-party
technology partner load the content on a hosted platform and manage access
on behalf of the customer. And to load that content on any platform of their
choice. After all, the customer has paid for perpetual access rights to the content.
In reality, some vendors place restrictions on this opportunity to preserve their
technical interaction with the customer. Or maybe the customer did not ask for
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the source code, or content to be placed in a third-party repository or held in
escrow, in the event there is a liquidation or the vendor’s systems are destroyed
for some reason.
One-time purchase negotiations may be easier than annual licenses, but the
final agreement does not always contemplate long-term access, escrows, multiple platform access, editorial or content fixes, or other items that may be important to different customers.

The Negotiation
Now that we know more about the company’s cost structure, we can start
negotiating. When a customer is buying anything, it is making a purchase decision based on a number of variables: budget availability, need, constituent pressure, relationships with vendors, and so on.
The library is a mission-centric organization, whereas the business is a financial-centric organization. Regardless of the company mission statements and tag
lines, tax status, or otherwise, it is in business for financial reasons. It has financial goals and objectives as well as other “soft” objectives which cannot be met
without first achieving the financial requirements of the business.
The ground rules, thus, are as follows:
• Information professionals are required to negotiate with an array of vendors for content, technology, equipment, terms and conditions, licensing,
training, and price.
• If it is not documented, it cannot be measured.
• Successful negotiations will result in more budget dollars available for
new products and services.
The sheer number of products and services offered to the library market is
staggering. In addition to external organizations, libraries must also deal with
internal organizations: government entities, shared service vendors, facilities
departments, administration, political positions, development partners, and
various other constituencies.
Vendors spend huge amounts on training and educating their sales staffs on
negotiation skills. In recent research I have done, I learned that libraries rarely
spend much, if anything, on negotiation skills for their staff. Yet, they are tasked
with managing millions of dollars for product acquisition, technology implementation, outreach, and community engagement and instruction.
According to an article in the Journal of Personal Selling and Sales Management from 1996, companies spend tens of thousands of dollars training and educating each member of their sales staff. (Dubinsky, Alan J. “Some Assumptions
about the Effectiveness of Sales Training.” The Journal of Personal Selling and
Sales Management [1996]: 67–76) .
Companies also use sophisticated software to track all interactions with
customers and prospects. This software tracks contact names, product interests, notes, e-mails; almost every communication between customers and the
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company can be entered into the system. In fact, vendors spend time and money
on sales training, systems, and modeling before they ever make a presentation
to a customer.
All of this expertise and expense in training commercial staff can be countered to some extent by implementing a few concepts into regular product acquisitions workflow. In the end, a more effective negotiation will ultimately help all
parties involved. Customers will be able to acquire more products and services
in pursuit of their mission and vendors will be able to find customers for new
products and services. Also, due to the increased complexity and size of library
collections over the past decade, more process may make it more manageable for
the smaller staff size to handle the increase in collection size.

Objectives, Timetables, Team, and Strategy
These are the four items that should be part of any planned negotiation:
• Team. The team is important. And the team has multiple members.
It doesn’t matter if you are a large or small organization. There can be
multiple teams, but the roles are going to be similar. And the team players
can use each other at different points in the negotiation process. Team
members include functional responsibilities:
• Organizer—the person who organizes the process for that particular
negotiation.
• Financial Authority—the person responsible for financial calculations
and possibly, financial approval recommendation.
• Technology Authority—the person responsible for vetting the technology
and requirements thereof. This could be the lead of a technology team.
• Expertise—the person, subject matter, systems, or process expertise
depending on the product or service under contemplation.
• Legal—the contracts person. May or may not be an attorney, but must
have working knowledge and the ability to go to counsel when necessary.
• External—very important. There will be numerous external parties,
faculty, community members, and so on who can be helpful to your negotiation. They can be used to do research or gain perspective on company
performance.
Everybody on the team has a role, but not everybody must attend every vendor
meeting. The key to the team is to delegate and utilize expertise at the appropriate time. The key to utilizing the team is to keep the members abreast as
to the status of the negotiation or project, so that everyone is working in sync
with counterparts on the vendor side. Yes, the vendors also have the same team
members, it is just they are typically represented by one or two vendor representatives. Rest assured, they have the same expertise in their organization guiding
their customer facing staff.
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Vendors routinely review customer negotiations. Some vendors will have
sales manager reviews weekly or monthly. Some may have “major opportunity”
reviews, which go into more detail on larger sales opportunities. Therefore, customers can have the same type of review system in place. Status checks are taken
on important negotiations and product acquisitions. These reviews need not last
a long time, but they should be prioritized in order of importance.
Regardless of budget cycles, negotiations can take place throughout the year.
The year should be defined by the customer’s calendar. Vendors love to make
“end of year” offers. They may be great deals and may be good for the customer,
but more often than not they are based on the vendor’s financial calendar, rather
than that of the customer.
Objectives must be documented, but they need not be overly complex. In
fact, the simpler they are, the better. In addition, they must be measureable.
For example, if you are negotiating an SaaS product acquisition, you may want
to quantify the value components of the product in terms that every member of
your team can relate to easily: For example, customer objectives could be:
• a maximum on a renewal increase over time
• ensure rights to the technology in the event of a company default or contract violation
• ensure the vendor has rights to the technology it is reselling to you
• provide periodic checks on deliverables and promises
• maximize return on budget spend
Each of these items can be quantified in simple ways so the entire team can
view their individual analysis and detail negotiations within a common frame
of reference.
Renewal rate

Target renewal rate increase cap at 3%, accept 4%

Rights to technology

Adhere to organization policy of technology deposit
in escrow managed by third party

Ensure rights to third-party
technology

Legal clause stating rights, indemnification clause

Provide periodic check on
deliverables

Document all development promises or provide
financial or development mechanism for make-up in
contract

Maximize return on budget
spend

Quantify metrics associated with projected dollars to
acquire product

Meanwhile, customers must assume the vendor has a set of documented
objectives as well. A simplistic overview of vendor objectives:
• maximize revenue per account
• establish new product penetration
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• maintain operating margins in the range of xx percent
• generate long-term revenue opportunities
• establish/maintain positive brand image
Again, these can be quantified as follows:
Maximize revenue

Initial price quote

New product penetration

Yes/No. Is this a new product to your organization

Maintain operating margins

Ask about operating margins, or research the
company. May be harder to do, but with the information you have about cost structure, you can make
assumptions

Generate long-term revenue
opportunities

Renewal/maintenance/platform fees, long-term
projection

Establish/maintain positive
brand

Survey your team and users

Given that you now have both your objectives documented and an assumption
about the vendors’ objectives, you can create a one-page document that provides
a targeted list of items you will negotiate for, with a reasonable chance of success:
• annual license to software/3 percent cap on renewals for up to three years
• performance guarantee with all promised development documented in
the contract; repay/makeup mechanism in place
• allocated budget is $xx,xxx for this category—any cost, and long-term
projection must fall at or below $xx,xxx
• mutually agree on success metrics
There is a lot of detail behind the simple list, but much of that is dealt with separately. If these items are met and agreed to, both the customer and the vendor
will have an equitable relationship, which will in turn engender more business
between them in the future and support both the brand image of the vendor and
the satisfaction of the libraries’ user base.
No surprise here, everything has to be managed against the calendar. (See
figure 4.) There is no specific time interval in this figure, but certain components
of product negotiation happen at different times. It may not appear as obvious
or straight-line as this figure indicates, but the objective is to create a calendar
that works for the library relative to negotiations. Note that negotiations can be
run independent of product and budget reviews. There is no rule of thumb on
this, although most managers like to keep them independent, but information
collected during one part of the process informs other parts of the process.
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FIGURE 4.

Negotiation Timetable

Notice where “Price” appears in the process—not in the beginning. The first
time you ask for price, you start negotiating on price. Salespeople are trained to
recognize this as a “buying signal.” Price is based on several factors; simply asking “ what is the price” is not the best way to get the value the product will bring
to your organization, nor is it a good way to start a negotiation. A better way to
phrase the question is: “How do you defend the price?”
Here we didn’t ask what the price is, nor did we start a pricing discussion.
We simply wanted to know more about the cost structure of the product or service we are acquiring. Even so, it is better to hold this until the rest of the value
components are identified and documented on your negotiation sheet. You also
limit your ability to learn more about the product as the vendor becomes more
focused on your pricing request. But you may need ballpark figures to put onto
your “wish list” or “for evaluation” file.
Well-managed businesses have pricing objectives—that is, they establish a list
of objectives the price component of their product is intended to support. For
example, a short list of pricing objectives could be:
•
•
•
•

establish new customers
maintain renewal rates
price to cover cost plus xx percent contribution margin
simplify price calculations

Items 1 and 2 would generate lower price points and minimize renewal rate
increases. Item 3 may be a corporate policy and a management directive, and
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item 4 could be a requirement to help bring efficiency into the organization,
which could in turn, lower the overall cost structure and provide both more
profit and more value for customers.
Price defensibility is the ability to explain the makeup of the price, as opposed
to a price quote. For example, when you ask for a price, if the answer is something along the lines of “Our price is an FTE-based price depending on the
classification of your organization, or population served,” you have been given a
price model, not a price defense. If the answer includes information about the
product’s cost components, the added capabilities or content, the investment the
company put into creating the product, or other items that actually describe the
basis of the price, then the price quote is defensible.
In some instances, price defense is based on current exposure, sales projections among a group, or some unique trait or capability of the product or company or even a development partnership between the customer and the company.

External/Internal Price Drivers
There are many drivers of price and product—some obvious and others not so
obvious—and all of which influence buying opportunities and buying behaviors.
• pressure from authors and providers for increased royalties on every
renewal
• pressure from customers on price
• pressure from customers on product quality, currency, and technology
deployment
• pressure from distribution channel competition
• pressure from ownership (for profit and not-for-profit) for increased
earnings and profitability
• financial instrument covenants
• sales compensation
• customer pressure from budget tightening
• pressure from customer constituencies requiring specific product acquisitions
• pressure from customer staff required supporting the products
There is a good chance the salesperson calling on the library is thinking of his or
her compensation plan, or some other management metric that was put on their
shoulders. Well-run companies use their salespeople to gather feedback from
customers as well as to promote products and services.
One must recognize that price, on its own, is just a statement of value. When
probing questions are asked about price during the negotiation, you will uncover
drivers that can be disputed or accepted so long as they are defensible. Almost
every driver to price can be quantified in one way or another.
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Strategy
In order to negotiate effectively, it is best to start with a defined goal or set of
goals to use while negotiating with multiple vendors. In every case, one must
define the situation. This is an easy thing to do, but different objectives may
rise or fall in importance depending on the situation. For example, a long-term
technology acquisition is very different than negotiating for a content aggregation. A simple overview document or negotiation sheet can be generated for all
team members to share. This sheet should include the definition of the situation; simple is best. Possible types include new product, renewal, questionable
renewal, development partnership, major technology acquisition, minor technology acquisition, and consulting services.
For each of the items on the list, high-level imperatives can be documented.
This can be simply documenting directives to be shared among the team: reduce
spending in this category by 2 percent; limit renewal increase for 3 years to 5
percent per annum; negotiate source code escrow deposit; or negotiate multiple
platform access and secure data delivery for perpetual rights access. Even if you
are not successful in achieving a positive result on all of the items, you provide
leverage in the process by raising all of the questions.
Recognize the leverage points you have—It is just a matter of economics. Yes, larger customers have more leverage than smaller customers.
However, smaller customers have leverage that is not always as recognizable. The library segment represents a large, mostly unnoticed
industry. According to the Department of Education, the non-payroll
related academic library market in the U.S. segment is almost $4 billion—that is, total expenditures of about $7 billion, less total wages of
$3 billion.
So, while a large customer can have a direct and meaningful conversation with any vendor at any level of the organization, smaller customers still carry quite a bit of weight, especially when they are able to
band together, or use their “word of mouth” power to communicate the
positives and negatives of any vendor. There is tremendous leverage in
the network of library management. One word of caution—be careful
not to violate any confidentiality agreements you may have with your
vendors.
Price and terms must be defensible—If I am negotiating with a customer and the request to defend my price comes in, there are two ways
we have to defend it. First, we point to the history of the product and
the numerous customers that have purchased it at current or higher
levels. Second, our sales people are authorized to discuss the cost
components of the product: XX percent targeted royalty, XX percent
toward technology and R & D, XX percent in content management
systems architecture, and so on. All the way to the target profit percentage, of which most goes back into the company as investment in
new products, enhancements, staff, and so on.
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Value—In the end, the total of the negotiation comes down to the customer’s perceptions of the vendor’s value proposition. This assessment
has to include a holistic view of the product’s usefulness and the terms
and conditions under which it is acquired.
Multiple models—In particularly difficult or sensitive negotiations, customers can request multiple acquisition models. There may be more
than one model available for a given product. Potentially, there are configuration options, finance options, license options, and so on. When
requesting multiple models, be prepared to evaluate them against your
strategic imperatives and objectives.
Quantify as much as possible—The more you can quantify, the more
you have to use in negotiations. For example, let’s suppose you are
acquiring a new technology for your library. It is popular and useful,
but you fear the start-up cost. Quantifying the start-up cost in terms of
person-hours, or dollars associated with staff time, hardware requirements, and recurring staff time provides you with an overview cost in
addition to the isolated cost of the technology itself. Presenting the
total cost to a vendor at the appropriate time may result in the vendor
making an adjustment in terms of price, term, or license terms that
makes the acquisition more effective for your organization.
Leverage the power of buying groups—There are lots of opportunities
to participate with various consortia and buying groups. Most have
agreements with vendors, and sometimes customers can demand that
vendors work with these organizations.

Putting it Into Practice
As more products are produced for the library market, there will be more even
pressure to justify spending. And there will be more pressure on vendors to provide more flexible models. Product acquisition, regardless of industry, is critical
to the cost metrics of any organization. Libraries, being mission driven, are not
looked at as a revenue generator, yet they are essential to the mission of any
organization they are part of. The proliferation of new products, both content
and technology, in the library segment has made the job of negotiations more
complex than ever before. A documented negotiation process, as opposed to a
product review process, is an essential step in making any organization more
effective in acquiring products and services. This doesn’t mean that decisions
are made centrally, it simply means there is a checklist that must be covered:
Are the objectives documented? Have all of the team members provided their
feedback? Has the vendor documented deliverables if any promises are made?
Are we meeting or exceeding our objectives? Have we created an equitable relationship with the vendor? It is easier to work through difficult negotiations with
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some understanding of the vendor’s cost structures, value proposition, vernacular, and motivations.
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Total Boox:
A Time for a Shift
An emerging e-book vendor introduces a model
that shifts the industry from “purchase-centric” to
“reading-centric” by Yoav Lorch
My love affair with words extends back a long time and has taken many

forms over the years. As a kid I was always the wordsmith you could count on to
produce rhyming ramblings per each occasion at short notice. I was later trained
as an economist, “writer” not being a feasible path for making it in the world,
but was drawn to words and the wonderful things one can do with them. I spent
many years as a full-time writer in Israel, writing extensively for TV, theatre, and
print media. Among others, I wrote for Sesame Street, translated Sean O’Casey and Jean Genet for the professional theatre, adapted Isaac Bashevis Singer’s
story into a major musical, published six children’s books, and illustrated two.
Then I thought it’s time for a change in life, and in a dramatic switch of direction entered the high-tech world of start-ups. How this happened, the transition
from sitting at my desk in Jerusalem, scratching my head for the right word,
to holding business meetings in my Madison Avenue office in Manhattan, is a
fascinating story in itself, and another attestation to the power of words. In the
high-tech world I naturally steered closer to words and language. My first company, “PressPoint,” pioneered the digital distribution of newspapers, combined
with hard-copy printing. When it started in the mid-1990s, no one ever thought
people would read newspapers off a screen. Our motto was “your newspaper—
anywhere on earth—latest edition.” We received in our hub updated digital editions of newspapers from around the world, distributed them via satellite to all
corners of the globe, and printed the latest edition in seconds at each end. At a
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certain point we moved the company to the United States and I was commuting
daily into Grand Central from my home in Connecticut.
In my second company, Zlango, we tried to do away with words altogether. We
created a visual language—a language of icons—which we dubbed “the world’s
first second language.” We targeted the short messaging world of SMS and IM,
aiming to replace and refresh the dryness of text-only messages. We even took
the trouble of shifting Shakespeare (Romeo and Juliet), and the Bible (Adam
and Eve) into purely visual form.
After seven eventful years at PressPoint and five at Zlango, I was not really
sure whether to embark on another start-up—each being a roller coaster ride
in stormy weather and partial darkness. But then I started reading e-books and
they got me thinking. My original thought was to turn things around. To create
books that are not permissive and forthcoming, not always happy to open up and
offer their treasures to anyone. I imagined a family of books that would unveil
their secrets only under their own very specific and very demanding conditions.
The plan was to use all the sensors available on smartphones and tablets to turn
reading a book into an adventure, and the aspiring reader should gear up for a
total experience that would take him places and make him do things he knows
little about. There are many examples. Some portions of the book can only be
read between 5:30 and 6:00 in the morning, while facing east; a chapter opens
up only when you are sitting on a specific bench in a specific park; some parts
can only be read backwards; some words are covered and are only revealed when
you are moving at a speed of over 60 miles an hour, and so on. In other words, if
you wish to read the book, you better obey it, and you may find yourself hopping
up and down reciting a poem in Latin in order to be able to read the whole book.
Maybe not a mass market product, but definitely a first.
Total Boox started off as an attempt to make book reading a “total” experience.
Hence the name. As I was contemplating the right business model for this concept (should we reverse the charges as well, and simply penalize those who try
to skip the hard parts?), it dawned on me that the whole business model used in
e-books is flawed from the core. Wrong, unnecessary, and harmful.
Books are supposed to instigate reading. They have no value if they are not
read. The need to purchase them prior to reading them was essential only since
the “container”—the pages and covers—and the massive organization needed to
move the “containers” around, had real costs. But now these containers are gone,
no transportation or warehousing is necessary. We can finally make availability a
non-issue, and deploy the model of paying for value received. Paying for reading.
I didn’t yet understand the depth of this proposed change, but it rang true and
necessary enough to deserve my full attention. So I scratched my previous idea of
domineering books for a few discerning readers and started working on a deeper
change—one that would encompass the industry and be relevant to all.
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Exploring the Concept
Toying with a new idea is always fascinating. New angles and possibilities are
revealed, and fresh reasoning kicks in. It gradually became clear that keeping the
age-old ritual of purchasing-a-book-before-reading-it is like trying to preserve
the smell of fuel in electric cars. What the digital age can offer is the availability,
the immediacy, the richness. It can create a profusion of reading options never
available before, and we all experience this daily on the Web. In the digital sphere
we try to bring the reader closer to the content, and eliminate all obstacles. So
why does the act of reading a book have to hinge upon a paradigm established a
thousand years ago, in a world that was totally different?
If this sounds problematic to anyone, you are not alone. I discovered that the
“book purchasing ritual” is very deeply engrained in our minds, and to many
people the idea of doing away with “buying books” and replacing it with “buying
reading” sounds threatening, confusing, or cunning. Like making a table stand
on two legs. Very unstable, against the laws of physics, and just another smartass invention from someone who doesn’t even begin to understand the book
industry. But others did get it, saw the value, and joined the movement. No one
at that point, myself included, could see the full gamut of positive changes this
model induces for readers, writers, publishers, and libraries.
While playing with the ideas and strategies, going to conferences and trying
to learn the ins and outs of e-books, I put together a small team, lined up some
investors, registered a company, and we were on our way. Just like I like it. A
small nucleus of a team with dreams as big as the Himalayas. I always was a bit
cynical (and not rightly so) about many Internet start-ups that identified small
voids that needed shoring-up, jumped in, and made a quick fortune. I need the
extra satisfaction of making a difference, doing some good. Bringing reading to
the people, making more books more easily available to more people definitely
gives me that extra satisfaction.

Building and Learning
As we started building our system, we had only one track in mind: the end consumer. We saw publishers and authors on one side, and readers on the other.
The role of various organizations (libraries), or any special reading situation was
beyond our frame of reference. We only wanted to make sure that when people
were about to purchase a book from Amazon, we would be able to offer them a
compelling alternative. And we tried to imagine the world as it would be once
Total Boox is known and popular, and take into account all the components that
would be needed then.
If downloading a book is a non-issue, and entails no financial commitment,
we should emphasize immediacy, and make downloading as easy as possible.
Maximum one click to download a book. Not a single click more. And since it
is so easy to download books, users will end up downloading many books, far
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more than today. So we should give users excellent tools to manage their personal libraries on their tablets. Consequently we put together a very flexible shelf
system. There’s always an empty shelf available; users can easily name shelves,
change the order of books on each shelf, change the order of shelves in the library,
and so on. And this naturally gave birth to another unique idea.
Once I built a shelf I like, gave it a name, and carefully selected the books on
it, there’s a little personal asset there. My very personal, hand-picked books, in
a neat shelf of their own. This may be valuable, or desirable for other people as
well. And since there are no limitations on downloading individual books, there
should be no limitations on sharing personally created shelves, with all the books
on them. And so our “crowd curating” came into existence, where people can
share shelves from their personal libraries, and anyone can download the shelf
with all the books in it. This is a very far cry from peeping into recommendations
and personal book lists that lead you directly or indirectly to a store. With us,
there’s no bookstore. Books move freely in space, and a reader only has to indicate an interest for the book to land in his device and stay there forever.
FIGURE 1.

Reading Shelves

We call our model “incremental purchasing.” It’s not pay-per-use. It’s more
like purchase-as-you-read. Every user is gradually buying portions of the book
they read. It took us some time to understand the uniqueness of this model,
since we could not find any equivalent example in the real world or the digital
world. There are many pay-per-use models, for example, electric bills. But with
pay-per-use models, at the end of the day you don’t own anything. There are
many cases where people buy things in increments, but these increments are
predefined, and are not sensitive to the behavior of the consumer. In our case
every time a user reads a certain page they are buying the right to read it free
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from now on (it stays on their device permanently). If you read a recipe from a
cookbook, you pay only the first time, and then it’s yours to keep. Next time you
access it, you won’t be charged.
In order to charge the user fairly, and pay the publishers and authors fairly, we
have to monitor what everyone is reading. Every page turn, every change in font
size is important. So gathering accurate, reliable reading data is not a nice-tohave but an essential feature, central to our ability to deliver on our obligations.
We devised a very accurate system that in essence creates a “map” of how every
reader reads a book: which pages are skipped, and should not be charged, and
which pages have been paid for, and should not be charged again. In a world of
liquid pages, with devices in different sizes and resolutions, flexible font size,
and two orientations, this is quite a challenge. And this naturally gave birth to
another idea.
Knowing so much about each user is both promising and frightening. We all
fear the big-brother effect, so first thing we did was to hide all the names and
contacts of users in the dark layers of our servers, practically unreachable under
any circumstances. And we etched our solid commitment to privacy above our
door and on any contract we signed.
But then this knowledge is also an unparalleled treasure. Finding the right
book today is tough, time-consuming, and failure-prone. I am certain the majority of books I may end up enjoying, even loving, I am not even aware of. New
books spring up everywhere, all the time, and the current mechanisms for suggestions and recommendations are very raw. Best-seller lists, book reviews,
those-who-bought-this-also-bought-that, even references from friends or Oprah
have limited scope and limited success. I’m certain the level of reader-book
matching, if anyone could ever measure it, is very low. By looking into the actual
reading pattern of each user, and by comparing it to other patterns; by looking
at the collection in each user’s library, at books added and deleted, and various
choices every user makes, we can greatly improve reader-book matching. So we
built the basis for wisely looking into users’ behavior, grading each user-book
interaction, doing comparisons and monitoring, with the aim of building the
world’s most effective book recommendation engine. Recommendations based
on reading patterns, and not purchasing events. It’s a bit early in the life of Total
Boox to activate it—we need more users and more data to make it effective—but
we are getting there.
There’s a very long list of “firsts” in the Total Boox system, and it’s impossible
to go through all of them in this short article. As the concept stabilized, we condensed our message to these distinct advantages:
• Freedom of access—all books always available to everyone.
• Fair-minded business model—only pay for value received.
• Perpetual access to the patron—content never disappears from patrons’
devices.
• Distribution—barrier-free sharing of books; send books person-to-person directly, or via social sites (without involving a bookstore).
• Crowd curating—everyone helps everyone find the books they want.
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• Analytics—deep insight into what, when, and how people are reading
provides the basis for a superior recommendation system.
• Privacy—always protected and never compromised.
With this in mind, and the preliminary system working, in summer 2012 we
were off to Book Expo America. Berret Koehler—a fantastic, open-minded publisher of mostly quality business books—became our first serious partner, and all
their books were added to the system. We put up a small booth, created company
shirts, and waited for the world to discover us.

Lunch
On the first day of Book Expo America there was a conference, and we got box
lunches. I am always aware that chance meetings have a way of changing your
life, and I have the habit of rapidly scanning the scene before choosing a table to
settle in. Never scan for too long, because then I’d be intervening with destiny,
which is hazardous, but just to make sure I’m not sitting next to a couple deep in
conversation, in German. A table nearby seemed to have an alright combination.
Although it was all male (alas), it was only half full, and none were conversing.
So I sat down and in my Mediterranean manners started inquiring about who
my tablemates were and what they did. This is how I met Terry Kirchner, executive director of the Westchester Library System in New York, and this is where
Total Boox started edging towards libraries, which eventually became a major
shift in the company’s focus. Later Terry came to visit us at our booth, and we
had time for lengthy conversations. He described the weird dance movements
patrons and librarians have to perform on the road to reading an e-book, and I
described how we can easily eliminate all complexities and create simple straight
lines between books and readers.
Long after Book Expo America, Total Boox was still geared toward serving the
end user directly. We were adding books, adding features, and vying for some
recognition in this very dense world. Libraries for us were an obscure “nice to
have.” Something to keep in mind, but not much more.
As we started looking deeper into the world of libraries, reading and talking
to people, it gradually became clear that Total Boox makes so much sense in this
context. Moreover, the pain associated with e-books in libraries revealed itself in
every discussion and it was often said that libraries, in the e-book sense, are ripe
for a change.
As a small company we couldn’t support two demanding markets simultaneously, and at a certain point we had to choose. We did. One winter morning
we decided to cease for the time being courting of the end users and make U.S.
public libraries our priority. It did not demand that many changes in product
and technology, but it did require quite a significant shift in defining our goals,
the possible paths to reach them, the competition we face, and the right people
to hire.
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Libraries, Here We Come
Although the concept, the technology, the user experience remain essentially the
same, we had to package our myriad of offerings to be easily understandable and
digestible to librarians and the decision makers among them. We ended up with
the following main points:
• Superior library service
• Significant savings
• Quality content
Or in a bit more detail:
• Superior Library Service
-- All titles available to all patrons at all times
-- No holds, no waiting lines
-- No expiration; titles remain on patrons’ devices indefinitely
-- No limitations; any patron can download as many books as their
device can hold
-- Offline and online reading
-- Library receives deep insight into its patrons’ reading patterns
-- Readers advisory—effective tools for the librarians to suggest books
to patrons
• Significant Savings
-- No need to buy books upfront
-- Library pays only for what the patrons actually read
-- No maintenance fees or annual fees
• Quality Content
-- Over 20,000 books, and growing, from well-known publishers.
-- A very wide array of subjects
-- Immediately noticeable increase of the size of the library’s e-book
catalog
Armed with the above, and with one successful pilot under our belt, we were off
to our first ALA, and rented a booth at the ALA Midwinter Conference in Philadelphia. By this time the system had grown and improved a lot, with many more
publishers joining, and the offering significantly increasing. My very biased
mind could not conceive of any library not immediately jumping into bed with
us, but reality has its ways. Even with an offering as tempting as ours (in my very
biased view), we are asked tough questions and have to deliver good answers.
Some of the old concepts from the printed book world or from known e-book
systems have established themselves as “essential,” even though they stand in the
way of progress.
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Total Boox, as a concept and system, is as disruptive as it gets. It shifts the
whole book industry from being “purchase-centric” to being “reading-centric,”
and as such it faces many reservations that have their roots in the older and more
established way of thinking.
First is the issue of ownership. Even though e-books have undermined any
common meaning of ownership, the word and concept behind it still seem to
carry some value. In essence, there is no ownership of e-books. Nowhere. If we
define ownership in the old sense, the ability to do with something what we will,
including the ability to take it with us wherever we go, give it, lose it, eat it, and
so on. This doesn’t work with e-books. You cannot give them, you often cannot
take them with you (try moving from Kindle to Nook), you cannot lose them,
let alone eat them. There is a certain list of rights, with some boxes marked and
some left empty, and it varies from book to book and from environment to environment. Still, people talk about “ownership” as if it has a clear meaning. In the
library world, with all the irritating limitations hoarded on libraries by creative
publishers, this becomes even more confusing. We can write a whole article just
on the illusive variations of the meaning of ownership in the context of libraries.
But people still use the word, and actually it’s a nice trait of a language that it
doesn’t discard its words as their meaning wanes away. It affords a slow fading-out process.
Does Total Boox provide ownership to the library if it allows patrons, not the
library, to keep the content? I believe so. The charter of the library is to provide books, or reading to its patrons. Books are only kept in large halls with lots
of shelves since it’s a kind of “central station” where books are housed, and it’s
comfortable to come in, take them out and return them, and often read them as
well. The library, in essence, is a mediator. An agent. It connects between publishers and readers, authors and readers. If the library can move the books from
side to side freely and swiftly, why does it need to own the books as they are in
transition? Or perhaps being able to move the books swiftly and freely is the full
meaning of “ownership” in the context of libraries?
I am fully aware that “ownership,” with all its vagueness, has become an
issue of some contention between publishers and libraries. And even then it’s
tarnished by some God-given limitations such as the one-user/one-copy rule. I
would say you own something if you can do with it what you wish. And in the
library’s world, being able to offer a book to any patron, at any time, and for as
long as the patron wishes, disregarding how many books the patron already has
on his device—is the fullest type of ownership available on the market today,
even though it’s not labeled so, and the library has not yet paid for any of these
books.
Another very old concept hampering progress is that books have prices. That
there is a certain type of basic transaction where the reader, or library pays the
publisher, and then the publisher activates a predefined “list of rights” relevant
for that book, and varying from publisher to publisher. Whatever happens with
the book after that transaction is no concern of the seller. The deal is firm, its
terms cannot be changed, and, of course, books cannot be returned. In other
words, the buyer takes all the risk, and the seller none.
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With bookstores, another type of institution functioning as a mediator between
publishers and readers, the risk is split between the reader and publisher. The
store provides shelf space, lighting, some quality advice, and so on, but as a rule
it can return unsold books to publishers. So the risk there remains mostly with
the publisher. In the library world, libraries, somehow, have to assume the full
risk, even though they are a mediator, an agent, and not the end user. Libraries
cannot know for sure if and how many books will be checked out, and if and to
what extent they will be read. Perhaps assuming the full risk was essential in the
world of p-books (printed books), but it’s not essential and contrary to libraries’
goals (and publishers’ goals) in the world of e-books.
The situation described above, the need to buy books upfront, leads to fears,
limitations, and a very twisted market equilibrium. The buyers, librarians in our
case, have to do major guesswork, trying to anticipate what their readers will
want to read, and then as marketers of their merchandise, try to make sure their
patrons read what’s on offer. There is a negative incentive to purchase books
that do not have mass market appeal, both because there is uncertainty whether
these books will find favor with readers, and because they are draining the budget that can be used for buying more copies of the safer books.
All the systems used so far in public libraries strictly follow this model. Buynow-and-shut-up-later. It’s very hard to exaggerate the negative effect this concept has on the world of libraries and the book market as a whole. The advent of
e-books can be so beneficial to libraries and patrons, in so many ways. But with
the current thinking, and the dogmatic adherence to the rituals of the printed
book, the libraries are forfeiting these great opportunities.
With the Total Boox model, there is no urgency on placing a price on a book
or finalizing the transaction prior to providing access to the book. Let’s move
the books into the system, and let’s give them a chance. See how they do. We’ll
price them later based on their performance. And based on their ability to find
readers and engage them. In the world of printed books this would be impossible. In the world of e-books it’s not only possible, it’s wise, it’s fair, and it makes
commercial sense. One of the bloggers writing about Total Boox reacted to our
“dynamic pricing” by saying: “the only publishers that would not accept this concept are publishers who don’t believe in their own products.” It’s also a form of
honesty and humility. A big name, from a big publisher, with a great cover and
millions of marketing dollars will still have to prove itself where it counts most:
with readers.
Of all the new concepts Total Boox introduces, this is the one raising most
eyebrows and finding most resistance. Libraries fear that the per-book price for
certain titles may become so huge that they would have been clearly better off
with just buying the book the old-fashioned way, with all the holds, expirations,
and other limitations celebrated out there. It’s not always easy to make libraries
see the full picture, that overall budget usage would be far more efficient, even
though with certain titles—and it’s hard to tell which—they may end up paying more. And then, they may end up paying more simply because the delivery
mechanism Total Boox offers is so effusive and lubricated, it gets many more
patrons reading.
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The concern of the library and librarians over the pricing mechanism is fully
understandable. Dynamic pricing includes uncertainty, and in a world of finite
budgets, uncertainty is unpleasant. We see it as our responsibility to reduce
uncertainty to a minimum, and definitely to cap costs and give the libraries full
assurance they will never go over budget. We have now created a number of
solutions for this issue.
The constant collection and analysis of information regarding users’ behavior
is essential to the library just as it is to any organization trying to function in
the digital space. With very tight and obsessive protection of privacy, Total Boox
helps librarians understand their community in ways they couldn’t before. We
also help libraries make better choices when buying books from other vendors.
If a book is offered on the Total Boox platform, and the same book is offered on
another platform, in printed or digital format, Total Boox can be very useful.
Monitoring the book’s popularity and appeal on the Total Boox platform will
help the library make better purchasing decisions for other platforms.
The other big issue, and the dark secret of the industry, is knowing what people are actually reading. There are endless statistics on purchasing and checkouts, but hardly any on reading. At Total Boox, we know this. It’s not guessing,
or polling. We simply know. What we have discovered is that there are big gaps
between checking out a book and actually reading it cover to cover. People do a
lot of trial and errors, often read only small portions, and sometimes don’t even
open the books they get. This behavior is seen across all categories and all publishers. This is not surprising as we are used to consuming excerpts of everything
on the Web and elsewhere, and it isn’t a bad thing. Collecting information and
sensations is like putting together an endless and multilevel quilt. Still, looking
deeper into actual reading patterns generates insights that are relevant to the
industry as a whole, and to librarians, as the purveyors of reading, perhaps most
of all.
FIGURE 2.

Total Boox Free Reading App
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Uncharted Grounds
The story told in these pages is only the bird’s-eye view of the full adventure. The
brick-and-mortar details are mixed and many. There are investors, and legalities, and agreements, and patents, and tensions, and contentious board meetings and frustrations and rental agreements and lots more. As with all startups and perhaps with all complex ventures (e.g., marriage. . .). Then there are
moments of joy, of elation and inspiration, “eureka” moments where ideas fall
in place, and kindled personalities meet. Through all this, the ship is constantly
moving forward, into new and uncharted grounds, and there is an ever stronger
gleam of light on the horizon.
You may ask yourself, and this is a valid question, why the heck. Why go
through all of those unknowns, why try and build something from scratch, why
tinker with the world at all. The world has so much beauty to offer, why do we
(I . . .) need to crisscross the sky in crowded airplanes, in an attempt to put a
small dent into reality’s thick crust. Some classical answers offer themselves. Part
of it is the joy of the challenge, another part is “because it’s there” or “because we
started.” There is also that other thing: making a contribution. Turning the world
slightly onto its side to make it a bit friendlier for all.
There are certain lulls in the flow of events when I ask myself this question.
I never seem to find a really satisfactory answer, and it never seems to matter.
Perhaps it’s because we are all, me included, addicted to a very twisted sense of
success, or a sense of completion. I’m not sure. Perhaps.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Yoav Lorch is a writer turned entrepreneur. In the many years he worked as a writer in
Israel, he wrote over 200 TV scripts, created and translated works for the professional theater, published six children’s books, and illustrated two. In his high-tech career he founded
two companies and led both from concept to international presence and sales, building
professional teams and raising millions in the process. Total Boox, Yoav’s third start-up,
brings together his fascination with big ideas, his abilities in building companies and teams,
and his love of books and writing.

Why Total Boox:
A Librarian’s Perspective
by Terry Kirchner, Executive Director, Westchester Library System, NY

The Westchester Library System (WLS) launched a pilot with Total Boox

in September 2013. One of the reasons for the pilot stemmed from the potential
of the Total Boox delivery platform to offer instant, simultaneous use of titles
and a metric for better understanding the reader experience in our community.
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The metrics provided by the service allow for an anonymous identification of the
portion(s) of the title that are actually read by the patrons. This allows libraries,
authors, and publishers to gain a deep understanding into the readers’ consumption patterns without compromising their privacy.
For WLS, the titles and publishers accessible through Total Boox supplement
physical collections that are often difficult to build and support, such as, for
example, computer handbooks from Microsoft Press and O’Reilly Media. In a
traditional physical collection, handbooks on computer and IT topics are in high
demand and can become quickly outdated when a new version of the software
is released. Other types of popular physical collections that are difficult to maintain due to theft but are always available through Total Boox include comics,
graphic novels, new age, and occult titles. Just think how much easier it would
be to promote these types of collections when you know that potential readers
will have 24/7 access to them.
The funding model associated with the platform also attempts to support
the needs of all parties involved in the reading transaction: authors, publishers, libraries, and patrons. Content creators get paid every time someone reads,
while libraries don’t have to pay for downloaded content that is not read. One of
the great unknowns is figuring out exactly how popular this service will become
over time and what costs will be associated with its popularity. At the moment,
Total Boox exists as a stand-alone service at WLS but that will change when it
becomes fully integrated into our OPAC through the SirsiDynix eResource Central (eRC) product. This integration will enable readers to discover the full catalog of Total Boox titles along with all of the titles for physical materials in the
collection.
Since library cardholders downloading materials through Total Boox are
guaranteed immediate access, they do not experience the disappointment of
having to place a hold on the desired title. One of the best problems that could
occur as a result is that the Total Boox titles are immensely popular and WLS
needs to reallocate funds to support the surge in demand. It is exciting to think
that if this happens, we could have many more happy readers in our area.
Total Boox is a company in growth mode and the early partnership with them
has offered our library system numerous advantages, including the opportunity
to provide feedback on the user experience directly to the leaders at Total Boox.
This has fostered a deeper level of engagement with the product and the team
behind it and it has provided useful perspectives on future collection development growth areas for the library.
Participating in this pilot has served as a good learning opportunity for better understanding the many challenges faced by business start-ups entering our
industry and the complexities associated with providing electronic content in a
DRM world. Only time will tell if the Total Boox model will catch on with the
library community, but partnering with Total Boox has given our library system the opportunity to experiment, learn, and grow in our pursuit of providing
seamless service to our reading community. We look forward to continuing on
this journey.
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ProQuest:
Maintaining
Entrepreneurial
Momentum
Together, as part of ProQuest, EBL and ebrary
aim to advance the e-book market by Beth Dempsey
In late 1999 an article in the New York Times quoted an e-book market analyst

on the state of the young industry. “People aren’t interested,” he said. “The fundamental reason is that people who read books don’t have a problem with books
today. The main issue is that if it’s not broken, don’t replace it.”
That line—not fixing what isn’t broken—could be the single most defining difference between innovators and those who are content with the status quo. Looking back some fifteen years later, the notion that e-books were just a change in
reading experience shows just how little vision even some analysts had and may
explain the initial slow slog e-books made to becoming a mainstream market.
But luckily, there were those who saw the power of leveraging an online world
to instantly deliver content. Within seven years, advances in e-reading devices
would capture the imagination of the general public, introducing readers to the
convenience of having an entire library in their hands. By the end of 2011, USA
Today’s fiction bestseller list would be dominated by e-books. In libraries, particularly those in academic settings, two upstart companies—California-based
ebrary and Australian EBook Library (EBL)—would help to drive a revolution
in the way researchers accessed book collections and pioneer an entirely new
way for libraries to build those collections. These consummate risk-takers in the
e-book movement—both deeply entrepreneurial—would come at the market
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from two different vantage points and introduce advancements that set new
standards in the industry through inventive new services created in collaboration with librarians.
Today, these two businesses built on innovation, perseverance, and a genuine
passion for the power of e-books to advance knowledge are under a single roof—
part of ProQuest, one of the library community’s most established vendors. It’s
a three-way match that has enabled all sides to learn from each other—influencing cultures in multiple directions. Now, as ebrary and EBL are being integrated to form a single e-book business, their entrepreneurial roots are coming
to bear on the development of a new platform that will significantly streamline
the use of e-books in libraries, advancing service to users and building efficiency
for librarians.
To understand the impact these two companies can have when they unite on
a single project, their histories must be understood.

Pioneering from the User Perspective
The concept for ebrary dates to 1988 when Christopher Warnock—an engineer,
researcher, and publishing consultant—was in his local library looking for information on how to build a recumbent bicycle. He found the process time-consuming and inefficient: engineering books were in the basement, books on bikes
were on the third floor, and periodicals were on the fourth floor in microfiche.
Between trips up and down stairs, Warnock pivoted between the library’s OPAC
and card catalog, checking for relevant information. Replacing a reading experience was far from the issue; getting to the content was the headache.
As the Internet evolved, a solution to how to more efficiently connect users
with information took shape in discussions Warnock had with high school friend
Kevin Sayar, a lawyer at Silicon Valley’s premier advisor to start-ups—Wilson
Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati. By 1998, when the future for e-books was still quite
uncertain, Warnock and Sayar had a business plan and ebrary was born.
Ebrary’s first service—ebrarian—was a simple concept: an online library with
free browsing and payment required if content was downloaded and printed.
Publishers received a royalty for paid content. Libraries also received a royalty
enabling them to cover the cost of paper printing and setting an important precedent: libraries would be the central point of access for ebrary’s services.
Sue Polanka, head of reference and instruction for Ohio’s Wright State University Libraries and author of the popular No Shelf Required blog, remembers
ebrary’s introduction as a welcome addition to a market with few players. “Net
Library had very limited business models. Ebrary gave NetLibrary some competition and competition is good for innovation. Innovation is good for the end
user—it keeps e-book platforms, business models, and other aspects of e-book
consumption moving forward and improving.”
For libraries, ebrary provided more flexibility in serving patrons who
were becoming increasingly impatient with the physical limitations of print
information.
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With its genesis in addressing library patron frustration, ebrary focused on the
user experience with rich search technology and superlative indexing of works in
PDF format. Designed specifically for academic users, ebrary developed “InfoTools” that enabled students to find specific content within titles quickly and
then work with the bits and pieces they needed for research. “Because ebrary was
established as a technology company, they were always finding ways to improve
their user interface,” says Polanka.
In the heady days of dot-com mania, publishers responded to ebrary’s new
opportunity to connect with end users and giants Random House, Pearson, and
McGraw-Hill became early investors in the program, throwing their hats in the
ring in late 2000. But the market was far from stable. Online’s Mick O’Leary
described the environment as “danger-filled,” commenting: “NetLibrary and
Questia are paddling desperately at the edge of the waterfall. As for ebrary . . .
they have new ideas and good content, but will they triumph à la Indiana Jones
or perish like the Donner Party?”
Ebrary treaded carefully, with improvements and advancements built on market intelligence. “As a start-up, you want to allocate your resources in a way that
differentiates you in the market,” says Kevin Sayar, now senior vice-president and
general manager of ProQuest Workflow Solutions. The need for differentiation,
coupled with a start-up’s limited resources, made prioritization essential. The
young company engaged in deep conversations with customers and conducted
research on end users, focusing on uncovering pain points in processes—which
ultimately built a road map for innovations.
Because ebrary shared its research market-wide, it did more than identify the
list of challenges to tackle, according to Polanka it helped to define a fledgling
movement. “The surveys conducted in the early 2000’s helped to benchmark
e-book attitudes of faculty and students and the potential for growth,” she says.
Ebrary’s service continually evolved with expanding content and new partnerships with libraries and publishers, including YBP and Coutts. By early 2003,
it had launched subscription databases that integrated with popular ILS systems and included more than 20,000 titles—from specialized to general interest—each enabling simultaneous, multi-user access. The benefit of e-books was
becoming real in libraries. Subscription databases were enabling libraries an
affordable way to provide big collections of e-books to their users. Ebrary also
pioneered DASH!, a new service that enabled librarians to provide remote, electronic access to their own content. Scanned and saved in PDF format, the works
could be uploaded and integrated in the ebrary platform. Students and other
users were benefiting as they accessed a broader range of works remotely, supported by tools designed to support the research experience, rather than coverto-cover reading.
By the close of its first decade in business, ebrary had established itself as a
positive force in the developing e-book market. Tied closely to its customers, the
company was marching forward with steady innovations and improvements.
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Building Value for Libraries
Launched about the same time as ebrary, but a hemisphere away was Melbournebased EBook Corporation. Its roots trace to 1997, when a group of booksellers conceived an online, dedicated e-bookstore. Called ebooks.com, the store
launched in 2000, slightly ahead of the technology needed to support a smooth
supply chain. Founding principal Kari Paulson, writing for David Swords’s
Patron-Driven Acquisitions: History and Best Practices, remembers the site
“sold 100 books in a day and received 75 requests for support.” As a result, initial
ideas to develop a service for libraries were tabled while the technology matured.
That is, until a particularly visionary librarian approached EBook Corporation with ideas for e-book models that could address pressing issues in libraries.
Alison Sutherland, bibliographic services librarian at Curtin University in
West Australia, urged EBooks Corporation to pioneer models that were more
flexible and responsive to the way books were used in academic settings.
“She wanted a model that could provide multiple-concurrent access for titles
they bought,” wrote Paulson. “Beyond this, she wanted a model where the library
could have the widest selection of e-books on demand for their students.”
Ebook Corporation’s interest in a library service was reignited. Then, a serendipitous e-mail exchange with Jen Vigen, scientific information officer at CERN,
the lauded particle physics research institution, identified another collaborator on a business that now had a name: EBook Library—EBL for short. Vigen
shared ideas for a model of evidence-based acquisition, with just-in-time (versus
just-in-case) access, automatically triggered by high demand.
Crude models of patron-driven acquisition were being experimented with in
the United States, but were creating more headaches than benefits for librarians. EBL worked to create an e-books model that fit Sutherland’s description of
challenges libraries needed to overcome: librarians didn’t always know exactly
what books their patrons wanted; books were often popular for short bursts,
with high user demand that faded abruptly; budgets were tight and librarians
wanted to stretch them as far as possible. Also figuring in the framework was
Vigen’s scientific model of demand-driven acquisition triggers. Combining the
two, EBL developed the framework for acquisition strategies that would disrupt
and advance the e-book market: demand-driven acquisition (DDA) and shortterm loans (STL).
For the first time, libraries could make books they didn’t own available to
users; “borrow” a book for a fraction of the list price to meet short-lived demand;
enable multiple users to read and use one book simultaneously; and most importantly, libraries could customize their own parameters for these features.
EBL’s initial model was indeed a radical advance and not just for libraries.
An alternative to the expenses and labor associated with interlibrary loan, it tied
publishers in deeper by enabling them to earn royalties from high demand for
their titles. Nevertheless, there was initial hesitation by publishers. The dot-com
bubble had burst and publishers were skittish from witnessing the music industry’s trouble with out-of-control downloads. Gaining content was essential so
EBL persevered, carefully presenting its case. With each publisher that joined,
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more were convinced and EBL’s highly practical e-book platform, designed to
squeeze the most value from a library budget, debuted at the ALA Annual Conference in 2004.
Paulson, who became president of EBL and is now vice-president and general
manager of ProQuest Ebooks, describes the surreal experience of pitching nutsand-bolts in an environment that hadn’t yet fully embraced e-books: “These were
crazy ideas at the time. There were still existential discussions about whether an
e-book was a book and here we were waving these practical ideas around.”
EBL’s approach to the market was set in those early years and continued to
shape the company and its products. The company culture was set squarely on
its tight connection to customers. “As a start-up, you can’t afford to do things
that you aren’t absolutely sure your customers want,” explains Paulson.

ProQuest Expands into E-books
Before the close of the first decade of the new millennium, e-books had become
hot—the darlings of publishing for their ability to reignite interest in books. In the
library community, both ebrary and EBL were on the map as key thought-leaders and innovators. Acquisition offers were steady, but it wasn’t until ProQuest
stepped forward that either ebrary or EBL took interest.
“ProQuest was different,” says Sayar. “The combination of the people there
and the culture mitigated my fears of the corporate world. They had the same
level of passion for customers and users, plus the breadth and depth of assets
they had presented huge opportunities.”
It was 2010 and ProQuest had been undergoing its own transformation.
Acquired by Cambridge Information Group (CIG) and merged with CSA in 2006,
ProQuest was being nurtured by its new owners: rapidly expanding, developing
new technologies, and adding more businesses. WebFeat, RefWorks, and Dialog
had joined the company, a new technology framework was in development, and
the company was tackling the thorny issue of seamless, library-wide discovery
with the market-moving Summon service. ProQuest was eager to provide its
customers with access to e-books for a more complete research experience.
Sayar felt that aligning ebrary within ProQuest would advance his vision
for the company significantly. ProQuest had researcher management tools in
RefWorks, discovery via Summon, and, of course, its extraordinary breadth of
content—billions of pages of periodicals, newspapers, dissertations, reports, diaries, and so on, spanning more than six centuries. Integrating with ProQuest
would enable the development of seamless movement between different content
types and what Sayar describes as “a powerful, comprehensive workflow for the
researcher and the customer.”
The acquisition was announced at ALA Midwinter 2011, with Sayar continuing as president of ebrary.
Within the first year of ebrary joining ProQuest, beta tests of linking technology were enabling cross-searching of content on the companies’ platforms.
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Combined with other advancements and support—including capital and access
to a global sales force—ebrary grew 40 percent post-acquisition.
As for EBL, it was continuing to make its own way in the market, improving features and functions of its service. EBL and ebrary were friendly competitors, with similar customer-driven cultures. “There was a lot of mutual respect
between our companies,” says Sayar.
The companies were strikingly complementary, with different geographic
and content strengths as well as different acquisition models. Further, their
approaches to the business had developed as halves of a whole: ebrary with a
rich user interface and EBL, with its strong library administrative and acquisitions technology. ProQuest envisioned integrating the two companies, creating a
superior customer experience, with the greatest content breadth, most acquisition options, and supported with the analytics each company had amassed.
Paulson describes an experience similar to Sayar’s and feeling “the right fit”
when ProQuest approached EBooks Corporation about acquiring EBL. “It felt
good,” she says. “I could see all the opportunities. Our strengths were complementary to ebrary’s. Together we could expand geographically, grow access to
content, and round out our offerings.”
She also felt that creativity and innovation would be spurred with the
resources of a larger company. “Before ProQuest, we didn’t have the capital to do
a lot of what we wanted to do,” says Paulson. “And ProQuest was validation for
EBL. People were always wondering ‘how are you going to keep up all that you’re
doing?’ We’re just a lot more stable now.”
ProQuest’s plans to acquire EBL were announced at ALA Midwinter 2013—
just two years after the ebrary acquisition. By May, the deal had closed and the
two companies began their integration. Like Sayar, Paulson stayed on to lead a
new, larger e-books area at ProQuest.

Keeping Entrepreneurial Spirit Alive After
Acquisition
Allowing the acquisition of a company you’ve grown, nurtured, and sweated over
is an emotional decision. Access to new resources, stability, and the potential to
grow faster comes at a cost: business owners no longer have complete autonomy,
and for pioneers in a developing market, the threat of losing an innovative edge
looms large. But for Sayar and Paulson, ProQuest’s history of attracting innovative companies gave them confidence that ebrary and EBL would continue on a
path of steady development.
Consider the composition of today’s ProQuest: it’s an amalgam of companies
such as UMI (the first to commercialize microfilm), CSA (a pioneer in lowering the cost of search via CD-ROM), Dialog (the first commercial online search
system), Serials Solutions (creators of infrastructure to support e-content),
Bowker (bibliographic innovator), and so on. “There’s a strong entrepreneurial
mindset here,” says ProQuest CEO Kurt Sanford. “ProQuest has been created
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by entrepreneurs, nearly all of them were leaders in their categories and they’re
passionate about those areas.”
Sanford likes the diversity new, innovative companies bring to the ProQuest
culture. Their fresh voices and the different ways they think about the market
invigorate strategies and market approaches. “We don’t acquire just companies, we acquire management teams and cultures,” he says. “We don’t want to
stifle them, but help them grow.” Sanford’s modus operandi is to take as much
back-office work off the hands of leaders as possible, keeping their creative
minds focused on the market. “We want them to wear fewer hats, but the right
ones,” he says.
From Paulson’s perspective the ProQuest approach of keeping the principals
focused on the market enables these young companies to keep their “teenage
spirit alive, but develop in a way that’s scalable and sustainable.”
So, what does ProQuest gain from that teen spirit? “We bring an inquisitive nature to problems,” says Sayar, “and we’re unrelenting in not accepting
mediocrity.”
Paulson agrees: “As a start-up, our habit is to continually question the process. ‘Is there a better way to do this? Is there a faster way?’ We’re used to turning
over every stone to get to the better end solution.”
And there’s the close connection to the customer. As small companies who
were eager to try new things to improve libraries, both ebrary and EBL formed
alliances with librarians. “Those early adopters really built our confidence,” says
Paulson. The habit of checking first with the customer, not only listening to what
they’re saying, but understanding it fully remains a critical touchstone as the
companies move forward together as a single e-books area within ProQuest.

Balancing Advancement to Avoid Disruption
The challenge of bringing ebrary and EBL together has multiple layers, starting
with the immediate need to maintain “business as usual” for each of the companies’ customers. Despite the excitement and opportunities available as a combined business, both ebrary and EBL have a commitment to the libraries and
users who rely on them daily. “Ask any library what they want from ProQuest
and they’ll tell you they want EBL and ebrary integrated, but we don’t want to
disrupt their day-to-day operations,” says Sanford. “There’s a balancing act in
migrating from one customer experience to another.”
There’s a conscious effort to keep disruption to a minimum by continuing to
enhance both the ebrary and EBL services, while development of a new integrated platform goes on in the background. For example, EBL’s platform just
gained a major new upgrade with its new LibCentral acquisition and administrative module. It’s a big step, designed to streamline some of the more complicated workflows associated with e-books—discovery, selection, and management
and acquisition of DDA titles. New sophisticated tools aim to ease the workload
on librarians with more granular access and permission settings and provide
greater insight into usage of DDA titles.
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Ebrary is growing as well. Its content has continued rapid expansion with a
variety of new publisher deals; among them are O’Reilly Media’s tech titles, Wolters Kluwer health titles, exclusive Wiley titles, and a load of university presses
including Edinburgh, Harvard, MIT, and Oxford University presses. Ebrary’s
flagship subscription database Academic Complete celebrated New Year’s 2014
by topping 100,000 titles.
However, looking deeper, it’s clear that EBL and ebrary are beginning a steady
movement to unification, with a variety of advances that common parentage has
made available. Beyond sharing publisher and supplier contacts that enable
faster, better content deals, there are synergies within the ProQuest businesses.
For example, following the pattern of ebrary plus Summon, the full text of EBL’s
content has been indexed in the Summon service, boosting discovery of e-books
and helping to conquer a barrier to their use. It’s no small advance when the
breadth of EBL’s content is considered—more than 400,000 e-books that are
now discoverable as part of a broad search of a library’s collection.
Further, ProQuest’s partnerships with other vendors aimed at boosting discovery and usage of content now expand to that additional range of e-books. To
wit, in late 2013, OCLC and ProQuest began a collaboration aimed at making
e-book holdings simple to keep up-to-date. Holdings data from ebrary and EBL
is now sent to OCLC for loading into its WorldCat knowledge base. The teamwork behind the scenes keeps e-book holdings and access current without manual intervention by library staff.
Librarians were perhaps more surprised (and relieved) by a Midwinter 2014
announcement by ProQuest and Ex Libris. A deal struck has the companies collaborating to standardize e-book content from EBL and ebrary, making advancements like patron-driven acquisition easier to manage in Ex Libris’s Alma management system.
“We’re still in early days for e-books,” says Sanford. “Eliminating friction,
making discovery and usage of content easier is all good.”

Bringing Halves Together to Make a Whole
The big kahuna for a united EBL and ebrary is in the development of a single
platform that will enable access to all of the companies’ content, marry their
strengths and options in one place, and provide libraries with an extraordinary
range of alternatives in managing their e-book collections. This promised flexibility springs from the two companies’ complementary assets.
Between the companies there is expertise in both DDA and PDA, short-term
loan, permanent access license, non-linear lending (EBL’s unique model for
multi-user access to a single e-book) and subscription models, as well as in the
development of analytics to assess usage. Their combined content spans more
than 500,000 unique titles—400,000 available via DDA—from more than 600
domestic and international publishers, including all major academic houses and
top-notch university presses. Plus, their heritage brings together two points of
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view: ebrary’s technology and user orientation is different from and balances
EBL’s position as a service designed to deliver value for library budgets.
Leading the charge on the new platform along with Sayar and Paulson is
Kathy Masnik, vice president of product management, ProQuest Ebooks. In
an interview with Masnik for No Shelf Required, Polanka described the task of
integrating the two companies as one that seemed “monumental,” and asked,
“Where do you even start?”
Masnik described a deliberate and careful approach—again the need for
smooth migrations that minimize disruptions. The path for conquering the challenges of developing the integrated platform has been charted by Sayar’s and
Paulson’s commitment to customer-driven innovation, honed during their tenure leading start-ups. In fact, the months after the EBL acquisition were spent in
customer and publisher focus groups, determining the elements of the EBL and
ebrary experiences that these stakeholders valued.
Among the common themes that emerged was the need for choice in how
e-books are purchased—subscription, short-term loan, combined purchasing,
and so on—a value supported by publishers, too. Each of the companies’ options
will be available in the new platform, providing what ProQuest expects will be
the most and “best” acquisition models in a single service. Further, the companies’ content will be joined in the platform. With integrated discovery available
through the ProQuest academic platform, the Summon service, OCLC WorldCat, and others, the content will be easier for users to find and access. Endto-end workflow integration is anticipated with management systems such as
Intota and Alma and researcher output support tools via Flow, the advanced,
cloud-based iteration of RefWorks.
The technology that will house the massive content and customer accounts is
being built from the ground up. However, other parts of the platform have their
genesis in projects begun before EBL joined ProQuest. EBL’s popular LibCentral
will form the foundation of the acquisition and administrative module and the
user interface will come from ebrary. In fact, it will debut later in 2014, enabling
customers to try it out in the ebrary service.
Another important area of expertise that EBL and ebrary bring to the project
is a history of collecting usage data—a combined twenty-four years’ worth. User
privacy is protected, but broad aggregated data will be available to librarians
through the new platform, enabling data-driven acquisition decisions. Further,
tools are being developed that will allow libraries to collect more and customized
data (with user privacy intact) to help them understand their institution’s unique
e-book usage patterns.
From the outset of the integration, the goal of the new platform has been
described as providing libraries with an “unparalleled e-book experience with
the widest content offering, most innovative acquisition models, and complete
end-to-end workflow solutions.”
Sanford feels the new platform with its vast choices and content will be an
important step to maturing a young market. “The market can’t tolerate twentyfive e-book models,” he says. “It’s too hard on librarians and it’s too hard on users.”
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The new platform is expected to launch sometime in 2015 and will likely
include a new name that unifies EBL and ebrary. In the meantime, work continues, informed by customer conversations and the momentum generated by the
habits of start-ups. For ProQuest, EBL, and ebrary it’s the opportunity to prove
that there’s not only life after acquisition, but innovation, too.
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